Discover The Amdahl Advantage . . .

. . . in Computer Architecture

Amdahl offers more than the opportunity to take the evolution of the 470 and 580 to the next generation and beyond. At Amdahl, you will enjoy an environment reserved for an innovative team in large-scale systems development and be afforded:

- The Opportunity To Offer New Ideas To A Receptive Management
- The Satisfaction Of Contributing To A Team Effort, With The Opportunity To Use Your Interpersonal Skills
- The Enthusiastic Support of Some Of The Most Advanced Technology And Processor Designer People In The Industry
- The Opportunity To Have A Major Impact On The Design Of FUTURE Large-Scale Computer Systems

Systems Performance Evaluation

- Product performance measurement and evaluation — CPUs, software, communications and networking
- Workload characterization
- Analytic modeling and simulation
- Data collection and analysis
- Tools for system performance evaluation

Computer Architecture

- Evaluate hardware and software architectural issues
- Prepare and present specific architectural proposals
- Define architecture extensions to current product line
- Determine the effect of advanced technologies on future products
- Develop conceptional framework for future products

Communications Systems Architecture

- Define the architecture for new Amdahl communications products
- Formulate product concepts accommodating the IBM SNA architecture
- Assess the impact of new standards and technologies on current and future products
- Participate with systems developers in the implementation of products

For more information, call Dale Smith COLLECT at 408/746-6173. Or send your resume to Professional Employment, Amdahl Corporation, Dept. 224, P.O. Box 470, Sunnyvale, California 94086. We are an equal opportunity employer through affirmative action.

amdahl

The excitement is contagious.